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The Twenty-Four Caprices of Niccoli) Paganini

their significance for the history of violin playing and the musicof the Romantic era

Abstract

.This project attempts to describe and elucidate the compositional and instrumental

character of the 24 Caprices of Niccolo Paganini and their far-reaching influence

on violin playing and on musical creativity up to the present time. There is also the wider

inspirational value which can be traced in literature, poetry, and fine arts.

The first Chapter aims to place the 24 Caprices in their historical perspective. The

reception accorded to the work by prominent musicians of the time (in particular Chopin,

Liszt and Schumann) whose attention was drawn to the concept of virtuosity as an

essential parameter in musical composition, is emphasised and examined.

Chapter II investigates the unique significance of the dedication "alii Artisti" which

suggests a Romantic manifesto some ten years before Hugo's prefaces to Cromwell and

to the Eastern Lyrics.

Chapter III investigates Paganini's instrumental and musical background. It has often

been claimed that Paganini was self-taught. However, evidence of his all-important early

training in violin and composition makes him the true heir of the old Italian masters,

representing at the same time a vital milestone for subsequent development of

instrumental and compositional techniques. Paganini can thus be seen as representing a

link between the classico-romantic and modem attitudes to instrumental writing reaching

well into the twentieth century.

In Chapter IV, some aspects of Paganini's compositional and performing styles are

examined. A striking interpretative concept (the "suonare parlante") is discussed.

Special consideration is given to instrumental techniques which are not employed in the

Caprices. Their absence suggests that the Caprices represent a perhaps intentionally

restrained statement of Paganini's violinistic knowledge.

Chapter V traces the origins of the violin Caprice and its development as a musical

genre.

The Appendices include an analysis of selected Caprices, a diplomatic transcript of

Caprices 1-4, a facsimile of the manuscript, as well as supporting documents such as

Feuilletsd'album and scales written by Paganini.
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Abbreviations. fingering & notation.

Bibliotheque Nationale (Paris)

Biblioteca Casanatense (Rome)

diplomatic transcript!

edited

these initials followed by Arabic numerals refer to the thematic catalogue of
the worksof Paganini compiled by MariaRosa Moretti and Anna Sorrento

manuscript

Paganini Epistolario. These initials are followed, whennecessary, by
an arabic numeral referring to Edward Neill's chronological classification

transcript

translation

indicates relation pupil !Qteacher, forexample: Getniniani (>Corelli)

the trebleclef in mirrorimage indicates the scordatura-

Violinfingering: .
o openstring, or left handpizzicato
I index finger (not the thumb as in keyboard fingering)
2 tniddle finger
3 ring finger
4 little finger
p thumb (p standsfor le pouce as used by Francceur, Leclairand others)
+ thumb, or lefthandpizzicato

The systemof pitch identification used in thisdissertation is as follows:

.l1.

t.
•

2: S'
g

~
•
C e e' e" elll

C
lll i

Pitch registers:

Violoncello C-G-d-a
Viola c - g - d'- a'
Violin g - d'-a'- e"

1Translationinto typography of all the details of the original.

2In this method of notation, the violin is treated as a transposing instrument, the music being

notated accordingto the tuning of the instrument. not according to real pitch.
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Preface

In offering the present monograph, I am very much aware that practically all aspects of

Paganini's life and work have been explored, discussed, and critically considered over the

last 150 years by a number of performing artists and musicologists whose knowledge and

artistic status are far above my own. It seems to me however that a creative genius represents

an inexhaustible source of study and an opportunity to make continuing attempts to reach a

higher degree of understanding - which can, of course, meet only with incomplete success. My

fascination with Paganini links with my own educational background and my work as a

performer. I also feel the need to consider striking musical phenomena in a wider context of

related art and literature. This perhaps, to some extent, both explains and justifies my

attempt to investigate the importance of the 24 Caprices which reaches far beyond the

confines of their instrumental or compositional significance. I should like this study to be

seen, and perhaps accepted, not as a definite statement of personal importance, but rather as

an offering which may awake interest and lead to further research. It gives me pleasure to

acknowledge the enormous help I have received from my academic supervisors and counsellors

without whose guidance and support I would have been unable to undertake this task. In the

first place I wish to thank my teacher Dr. Jan Sedivka, the eminent violinist and pedagogue,

who has provided me with guidance for a number of years. In the historical aspects of the

work, my vital source of help has been Prof. Rod M. Thomson who enabled me to organise the

raw material and present it in a cohesive form. It is impossible to enumerate the many friends

and colleagues who have generously assisted me in my research. Of the contemporary writers

and musicologists, I wish to mention particularly Prof. Alma Brughera Capaldo, the founder

and director of the Instituto di Studi Paganiniani of Genoa, as well as Prof. Edward Neill,

whose work on Paganini has acquired the status of a classic. Thanks are also due to a number

of Australian and overseas correspondents who have provided me with precious information:

Dr. M. C. Barabino (Genoa), Prof. R. Boss (Neuchatel), Prof. L. Breton (Lausanne), Dr. W.

Donolato (Rolle), Prof. F. Gulli (Bloomington), Mr. Igor Kortchnoi (Geneva), Dr. P. Mosetti

Casaretto (Genoa), Mrs L. Oxley (Hobart), Prof. M. Rostal (Berne), Mr. Bruno Borer and Mrs.

Adriana Borer (Auvernier), Mr. L. Stocchino (Rome), Mr. J. Werro (Berne), Mr. Laurie Zambon

_ (Cremorne). I wish to thank the following librarians for their understanding help: Dr K.W.

Geck (Sachsische Landesbibliothek, Dresden), Mrs. B. Kamber (Bibliotheque Universitaire,

Lausanne), Mr. Locatelli (Bibliotheque de la Ville de Neuchatel), Mr. M. Penesco

(Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris), Dr. Sommariva, (Biblioteca del Conservatorio Niccolo

Paganini, Genoa), Mrs. A.-M. Toroncelli (Biblioteca Casanatense, Rome), Mrs. A. Zecca

Laterza (Biblioteca del Conservatorio ·"G. Verdi", Milan), Mrs A. Zinsli

(Konservatoriumsbibliothek, Berne). I am also grateful to Prof. Tadeusz Wronski (Warsaw)

for kindly sending a copy of his edition of the 24 Caprices.

p.x. Borer, History dept., 11th March 1995
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